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THE ECONOMICS OF FARM DRYING AND STORAGE SYSTEMS IN OHIO 
Roger W. Smith and E. Dean Baldwin* 
Introduction 
Rapid changes in the production and marketing of corn are affecting 
many Ohio farmers. Some of these having the greatest economic implications 
to farmers, as well as to machinery manufacturers and grain marketing 
firms, are the changes requiring new investments in farm drying and storage 
equipment. Since the acquisitionsor conditioning and storage equipment 
by individual farms represent long-term specialized investments, the 
decision to farm dry and store corn depends upcm the careful assessment 
of many factors, one of which is the cost of 0Wning and operating the 
farm equipment. 
Past research at Ohio and Illinois reported fixed and variable 
costs for an on-farm batch-in-bin dryer and storage system for selected 
production and moisture levels. (5,6) Because of inflation and the in-
troduction of different on-farm drying systems, these cost data are rapidly 
becoming obsolete and are of limited use in the decision""".making process. 
OBJECTIVES 
The general objective is to define and report the methods for calcu-
lating current on-farm drying and storage costs for selected sets of 
conditioning and storage systems. Specifically, the goals are: 
*Former Research Associate and Assistant Professor, respectively, in the 
Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State 
University. 
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1. To describe the different types of on-farm drying and storage 
systems that are available to Ohio farmers. 
2. To identify the components and respective purchase price for 
each drying and storage method. 
3. To determine fixed and variable cost for the selected drying 
and storage methods for three different levels of corn production. 
4. To report the assumptions, methods, f.ormulas, and required ·cal-
culations in order that all cost data may be revised by the 
producer as the need arises. 
5. To compare and contrast the cost data among the five different 
conditioning and storage systems. 
DRYING SYSTEMS 
Farmers in Ohio are predominately using five different types of drying 
and storage systems. The first requires natural air drying and crib 
storage of ear corn. Since high moisture corn is also field shelled, the 
remaining four systems are designed to artificially dry shelled corn by 
either a continuous flow process, automatic batch, batch~in-bin, or by a 
low-temperature method. It is assumed that artificially dried shelled 
corn is stored in steel bins. 
Although only 20 percent of the corn supply is harvested in ear form, 
the corn crib continues to provide a viable alternative drying and storage 
method for many Ohio farmers. In addition, some elevator firms pay a ten 
to fifteen cent premium to obtain ear corn. Because of these economit 
factors, the cost and components of a wire tonstructed crib with a corrugated 
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roof are reported in this study. 
The four artificial drying and storage systems are differentiated by 
dryer type and by method of drying. The first two systems, the continuous 
flow and the automatic batch, have very similar characteristics. The 
"continuous flow" dryer perpetually moves wet and dry grain into and out 
of the drying chamber. Temperatures of 180° to 240° with per bushel air 
flow rates of 100 cubit: feet/minute (C~'s) are normal for this dryer 
type. Manufacturers recommend this drying method for farms which annually 
harvest and dry at least 20,000 bushels of grain. (3) The "automatic 
batch" perpetually feeds "batches" of grain into and out of the.drying 
chamber. Since large batches of grain are rapidly moved through the drying 
system, these dryers also have relative large drying capacities. (3) 
Temperatures of 150° to 250°F are normal for this dryer type with air 
flows ranging from 40 to 100 CFM's per bushel of grain. 
The "batch-in ... bin" artlf icial drying system dries one batch of grain 
in a 16-21 hour period. The bushels of grain dried in each batch usually 
equal the volume of corn harvested daily. Manufacturers recommend this 
drying system to farms which harvest and dry a maximum of 70,000 bushels 
of grain annually. (3) Temperatures range from 100° to 130° F with air 
flows of 15-30 CFM's perbushel. Since the grain is not continuously 
moving through the drying chamber, each batch of grain dries unevenly 
throughout the batch. Previous research indiCated that the moisture content 
at the bottom of the tank ranges from 5..;3 percentage points lower 
than at the top of the tank. (3) To prevent spoilage due to the variation 
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in the moisture levels for each batch of grain, .this drying process must 
be carefully managed. 
The low temperature drying method is relatively new and is not 
widely used in Ohio. The low temperature dryer functions as a batch~in-
bin drying system, but the hot air temperature exceeds the ambient outside 
air temperature by only a few degrees. The air flow requirement for this 
system is also relatively low rang,ing from 1-3 CFM' s per bushel. Since 
drying temperatures and the CFM's are relatively low, batches of grain are 
dried over a 25-50 day period. To assure proper drying and to prevent 
spoilage, corn with moisture levels above 26% should not be dried in this 
system. 
COSTS FOR FIVE DIFFERENT CONDITIONING AND STORAGE 
SYSTEMS AND THREE DIFFERENT PRODUCTION LEVELS 
Average Fixed Costs 
The components and respective 1974 prices for the five conditioning 
and storage systems are reported in Appendix A and in Appendix Tables 1-5. 
Since the total fixed cost data (Appendix Tables·6-20) are derived from 
the drying and storage equipment prices, the producer must carefully gather 
the appropriate price data to accurately estimate the fixed cost. The 
average fixed cost data reported in Table 1 and in Appendix Tables 6-20 
are the total fixed cost divided by the respective production levels. 
Although additional equipment is specified by the dealer for increased 
levels of production, the average fixed cost of drying and storage declines 
as grain volumes increased from the 20,000 to 60,000 bushel level. 
J 
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The average fix.ed cost for storage increases as volumes increase · 
from 20,000 bushels to 40,000 bushels for the continuous-flow and automatic 
batch systems, Table 1 and Appendix Tables 6-11. In each of these cases, . 
the increase is due to the addition of.a grain elevator leg to the system's 
component list.· Since additional major ·investments are not required to 
store more grain, the.average fixed storage cost declines as volumes i11crease 
from 40,000 to 60.,000 bushels. As grain volumes increase from 40,000 to 
60,000 bushels, the batch-in-bin and low temperature drying units exhibit 
increasing average fixed storage costs, Tableland Appendix Tables 12-17. 
These cost averages increase because the additional storage volumes require 
the selection of stronger, more expensive, bins or added reinforcement in 
the existing lower quality bins. 
Average fixed cost of drying decreases as production volumes increase 
because the existing drying equipment is used more intensely. For the 
continuous flow, automatic batch, and low temperature drying units, the 
decreasing average fixed costs of drying, tend .to offset the increases in 
average fixed costs of storage with a net.result of an overall decrease 
in average total fixed cost, Table 1 and Appendix Tables 6-11,·15-17. 
The average fixed cost: ratio for the crib system declines as production 
levels are increased, Table 1 and Appendix Tables 18.;..20. 
Average Variable Costs 
The assumptions, formulas, and calculations underlying total variable 
costs are reported in Appendices A and B. Tl}e average variable·cost, 
the per bushel variable cost of drying and storirig 'grain, is determined 
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by dividing the total variable cost by the respective production levels. 
As reported in Table 1 and Appendix Tables 6-20, the average variable 
cost decreases as production volumes increase. The resulting inverse 
relationship occurs because the larger grain producers can more efficiently 
use the drying and storage equipment. Specifically, costs related to 
rodent control for grain in storage tend to reflect that larger volumes 
of grain require less expense per bushel. This lower expense is attributed 
to the fact that (1) extermination rates for rodent control depends upon 
the number of bins to be treated rather than the amount of grain contained 
in each bin, and (2) at larger grain volumes, fewer but larger bins are 
utilized for storage purposes, resulting in a decrease in the average 
variable cost. 
Another factor upon which larger volumes have an impact on variable 
cost is in the labor and management function. Many times the labor involved 
both in drying and storage of grain tends to be more efficiently utilized 
when greater volumes of grain are processed. Basically, this is due to 
the fact that less time and effort are required for managing and working 
with grain in proportion to the volumes of grain handled. 
Average Total Costs for the Respective Conditioning and Storage Systems 
The average total cost is the sum of average variable cost and average 
fixed cost. For the continuous flow, automatic batch, low temperature, and 
crib systems, the average total cost decreases as grain volumes increase~, 
Table 1 and Appendix Tables 6-20. Due to the variation in the average fixed 
cost for the batch-in~bin system, the average total cost at first decreases 
and then increases as values increase from the 20,000 to 60,000 bushel levels. 
Table 1. AveraRe Fixed, Variable, and Total Costs for Five ConditioninR and Stora~e Systems (Cents/Jiu.) 
20,000 Tlushels 40,000 Bushels 60, 000 Bushels · 
Dryer and Stora~e 
SyRtem Stora~e nrying Sum Storage Drying. Sum Storav.e ·nrying Sum 
Continuous Flow 
Ave. Fixed Costs 17.35 13.61 30.96 18.60 7.68 15.29 15.29 6.38 21.67 
Ave. Var. Costs 16.96 12.54 29.50 16;84 12.55 29.39 16.73 12.54 29.27 
Ave. Costs 34.:n 26.15 60.46 35.44 
- 20.23 55.67 32.02 18.98 50.94 
Automatic !latch 
Ave. Flxed Costs 14.24 11.78 23.02 16.72 5.53 22.25 15.17 5 .• 68 20.85 
Ave. Var. Costs 17.07 12.31 29.38 16.89 12.31 29.?.0 l.6.77 12.31 29.08 
Ave. Costs 31.31 21.09 52.40 33.61 17.84 51.45 31.94 17.99 49.93 I 
.., 
Batch-in-Bin I 
Ave. Ffaed Costs 17.02 6.74 23. 76 12.29 3.50 15.79 13.45 J.14 16.79 
Ave. Var. Costs 17.42 11.57 28.99 17.02 11.57 28.59 16.91 11.42 28.33 
Ave. Costi; 34.44 18.11 52.75 29.31 15.07 44.38 30.36 14.76 45.12 
Low Temperature 
Ave. 'f'i.xed Cos ts 11.46 9.72 21.18 11.23 8.27 19.50 11.27 7.56 18.83 
Ave. Var. Costs 18.90 16.62 35.52 18.83 16.60 35.43 18.76 16.60 35.36 
Ave. Costs 30.36 26.34. 56.70 ~.06 24.87 54.93 30.03 24.16 54.19 
Crib 
Ave. Fixed Costs 15.68 -0- 15.68 14.27 -0- 14.27 14.28 -0- 14.28 
Ave. Vr.r. Costs 17.30 -o- 17.30 17.23 -o- 17.23 17.16 -0- 11.16 
Ave. Costs 32.98 -o:.. 32.98 31.50 
-o- 31.50 31.44 -0- 31.44 
.lcorn dried from 25.5% moisture level to 15.5% level. 
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For the small producer handling 20,000 bushels of corn annually and 
desiring artificial drying facilities, the least costly system would be 
the automatic-batch facility. At this production level, the annual cost 
is 52.40¢ per bushel. The batch-in-bin facilities are the second least 
costly, at 52.75¢ per bushel; low-temperature drying is the third least 
costly at 56.70¢; and the continuous-flow facilities are the most costly 
of the .four at 60.46¢ per bushel. 
Of particular interest for producers desiring capacities of 40,000 
bushels annually, the batch-in-bin system is the least costly at an 
expense of 44.38¢ per bushel. Automatic-batch systems, as analyzed in this 
study, are the second least costly at 51.45¢ per bushel; low-temperature 
-
units are third with an expense of 54.93¢ per bushel; and continuous-flow 
systems are the most costly at 55.67¢ per bushel. 
At the 60,000 bushels production level, this study indicates that the 
batch-in-bin facility is once more the least expensive with a cost of 45.12¢ 
per bushel. The second least expensive system at this production level is 
the automatic-batch facility at a cost of 49.93¢ per bushel; the third 
least expensive is the continuous-flow system, and the most costly system 
is the low-temperature system. 
For producers desiring natural drying and crib storage, the average 
total costs are approximately 32. 98¢, 31. 50¢, and 31. 44¢ for the 20, 000 
bushel, 40,000 bushel, and 60,000 bushel production levels, respectively. 
Since wet corn is naturally air dried, costs for this conditioning and 
storage method are relatively low when compared with the artificial drying. 
and storage systems. However, the appropriate decision to harvest and sell 
ear or shelled corn cannot be made on the basis of these data alone. 
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Additional costs associated with harvesting, trucking, and marketing 
eared and shelled corn must also be considered. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results from this study indicate that the batch-in-bin dryer 
system is the least costly artificial drying unit. Batch-in-:bin systems 
are able to process relatively large volumes of corn at rather moderate 
investment levels. Since it is more difficult to maintain correct 
moistu.re levels, more spoilage or overdrying may result than with the 
more automated drying units. Hence, the cost advantage of this system 
may be somewhat off set by the discounting process at the time the grain 
is sold. 
Continuous-flow systems provide producers with the advantage of· 
greater grain drying accuracy. While these systems are much more easily 
adapted to automatic control, thus reducing labor and management demand.s, 
benefits from use of this system are possible only with highly integrated 
handling and control systems. Due to the relatively high capital expend±.;. 
tures, this faciiity is economical only for relatively large production 
levels. 
The automatic-batch unit operates at a lower cost than the continuous-
flow systems for comparable capacity. More management may be required in 
checking initial and final corn moisture levels and making appropriate 
control corrections. Sophisticated handling equipment and wet-.corn holding 
capacity ahead of dryer are still required. 
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Low-temperature drying systems allow less margin for error than 
/ 
some other drying systems. Management requirements may be greater for 
low-temperature systems as grain spoilage is a greater.risk. These 
systems are somewhat more costly than other systems included in this 
study; however, higher quality grain can be produced through utilization 
of low-temperature drying methods. Producers may find the increased value 
of the high-quality product from low-temperature systems to more than offset 
the increased cost of its implementation. 
Due to differences in farm characteristics and.assumptions, these 
data should not be used blindly. The prices of the various systems do 
not represent average price data. These prices are based upon information 
obtained from five equipment dealers. For this reason; acquisition prices 
may vary widely depending upon time of 'year, available brands, dealer locale, 
or size of dealership. Furthermore, costs of operation may vary due ·to 
differences in managerial expertise, in weather and drying conditions, 
in regional fuel costs, and in type and age of the equip.ment. All cost 
data can and should be altered by the user to meet specific needs. 
-11-
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APPENDIX A 
FIXED AND VARIABLE COSTS, ASSUMPTIONS, DEFINITIONS 
The components and respective prices for the drying and storage · 
systems are collected by personally interviewing dealers from five retail 
outlets located in central Ohio. The design of each conditioning and 
storage unit is contingent upon the expected volume and types of grain 
that are simultaneously dried and stored. These dealers thus agree to 
design systems for.farms which could annually produce 20,000 bushels of 
corn, 40,000 bushels, and 60;000 bushels. Since each dealer also assumed 
that more than one grain type may be simultaneously stored, the bin sizes 
are smaller than required for storin~ only one type of grain. The required 
components are defined and are reported in the Appendix Tables 1-5. 
The prices reported in these tables include labor and installation 
costs and reflect September 1, 1974 manufacturer's suggested retail 
prices. Since these price data reflect the average price for all retail 
outlets in Ohio, farmers are frequently able to bargain for discounts 
ranging from 10-30 percent of the suggested retail price. The size of 
the discount is contingent upon dealer's locale, supply and demand conditions 
for a particular brand, services offered by the dealer, season of year, 
and/or total sales volume of a particular dealer.. Prices paid by any one 
farmer may vary from those reported in this table. 
Total Fixed C6sts 
The survey data ar.e used to determine the total fixed and variable 
costs for the alternative drying and storage systems. Since the respective 
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drying and storage units for each system perform a unique task, the fixed 
and variable costs are separately determined for the drying and storage 
functions. In addition, the cost data for the storage components are 
further subdivided into permanent facilities (buildings) and operational 
equipment. 
1. Depreciation 
Fixed costs are those expenditures which do not change in magnitude 
irrespective .of the level of output. These costs are the sum of.depreciation, 
interest on borrowed money, taxes, repairs and maintenance, and equipment 
insurance. Depreciation, which is art implicit cost, is the decline in 
value of assets due to wear and obsolesence. The depreciation costs 
presented in the Appendix Tables 6-20 assumes zero salvage values and are 
estimated by the straight i1ne method. Based' on past·obsolesence rates, 
the economic life value used in these calculations are: 12 years for .all 
bins and associated equipment, and 8 years for all other components in 
the drying and storage systems. 
2. Insurance for Buildings and Equipment 
Insurance represents a fixed explicit cost and is a co.ntract gu~ranteeing 
protection against losses from a contingent event. A local insurance firm, 
which insures central Ohio farm enterprises, supplied the following rate 
information. Although rates vary by type of dryer, by brand name, arid by 
farm characteristics, the annual rate most commonly quoted by this agent . 
to firms average .005¢ per dollar value of equipment. The annual insurance 
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costs data are derived by multiplying the mid-value (price of equipment 
f 2) times the .005¢ rate, Appendix Tables 6~20. 
3. Interest 
The interest charge is an explicit cost for compensation paid by a 
borrower for the use of money. These funds•· are used to acquire drying 
and storage equipment. The interest cost data are calculated by multiplying 
the mid,...value (price f 2) of the drying·and storage equipment times a 10% 
interest rate, Appendix, Tables 6-20. 
4. Real Estate Taxes 
Real estate/taxes are fixed e:X:J?licit costs paid to the state for 
ownership rights on all immobile equipment including buildings. The 
assessed value of the equipment in central Ohio is.35% of the market price 
and the average millage .for the state is 40 mills per dollar of the 
assessed value. (1) The real estate cost data reported in Appendix 
Tables 6-20 are derived by multiplying the initial investment cost of the 
building components times 35%. The resulting product. the assessed value; 
is then multiplied by 40 mills (.04<:). The final product is the real 
estate tax. 
5 •. Annual Repairs and Maintenance 
Since secondary repairs and replacement cost dataare not readily 
available, agricultural engineers at the Ohio State University, estimated 
these annual costs. Based on average mana~ement arid 1T1aintenancepractiees, 
the annual repair rates for the low temperature and batch.,.in~bin dryers, 
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continuous flow and automatic batch dryers, and the corn crib system are 
estimated at 1.5%. 2.5%, and 1%. respectively. of the initial Purchased 
value. The repair and cost data in Appendix Tables .6-20 are derived by· 
multiplying the respective percentage times the initial purchase price. 
6. Total Fixed Costs 
The total fixed cost data are the sum of depreciation, insurance, 
interest, taxes,· annual repairs, and ma.intenance costs minus the 
investment tax credit, Appendix Tables .6-20. A tax credit is a deduction 
for personal property with a useful minimum life of seven years. A tax 
credit is legally deductible for the year in which the property is placed 
into service or for ·the year in which the.depreciation of the property 
begins.. During 1974, the legal ·value ·of 'the deduction is 7% of the total 
purc~se value.. For 1975 and 1976 only, the legal deduction will be 10% 
of the purchase price. Since all data presented in the Appendix Tab],es 
represents 1974 trends, the reported total tax. credit data are derived· 
by multiplying the 1974 purchase price time.s the 7% •. The annual tax credit 
is derived by dividing these products by the economic life of the equipment, 
Appendix Tables 6-20. 
Total Variable Costs 
Total variable or.operating costs are a function of production and 
increase (decrease) in magnitude as production increases (decreases). These 
costs include expenditures on grain insurance, rodent control, forfeited 
interest, drying and aeration, excess drying loss, labor and management, . 
risk (~rade loss), and Jhysical loss of .grain. Since the variable cost data 
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in Appendix Tables 6'-20 represent costs per bushel, all recorded results 
are averaged variable costs. 
1. Insurance on Grain or Risk Equivalent 
These expenditures secure a contract guaranteein~ the value of grain 
against loss from fire or wind damage. .If. the producer does not acquire 
an insurance contract; these costs a.re considered as inputed risk expenditures. 
Although the rates vary by farm. characteristics, type, and brand of structure, 
a central Ohio insurance company quoted an average rate of 18¢ per.one•hundred 
dollar value of grain for a seven'"'.Dlonth storage period.- For the life of 
the conditioning and storage equipment, corn prices are assumed to range from 
$2.50 per bushel to $3.50. The total insurance premiums reported .in Appendix 
Tables 6-20 are derived by multiplying the insurance rate (~18 dollars) 
times $3.00 per bushel times .the total bushel in storage. 
2. Rodent Control 
These cost data include monthly visits by local exterminators who 
inspect and apply pestici~es to prevent grain damage by rodents and insects• 
The seven-month storage period service rate is .05¢ per bushel, .04¢, and 
.03¢, respectively, for the 20,000 bushel, 40,000 bushel, and 60,0,00 
bushel production levels. 
3. Forfeited·· Interest 
Since the grain is not sold at harvest, funds, which could .be used to 
earn interest from alternative invest111ents, are tied to the stored corn 
supply. This cost is notunique to the.farm storage operation. It is 
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paid by farmers who store at commercial elevators and is over and above 
the storage charge. In this example, ·the forfeited interest cost data 
are based on a seven-month investment period, $3.00 per bushel corn, and 
an average interest payment of 7.5%. This forfeited interest rate is a 
December 1974 premium which could have been earned on U.S. treasury bills. 
4. Drying, Aeration, and Excess Drying Loss 
The drying and aeration data are derived from engineering tables and 
formulas. All assumptions and calculations are presented in Appendix_B. 
Propane gas is used for drying grain in the continuous flow dryer, 
the automatic batch, and the batch-in-bin. The estimated cost for the 
propane gas is 35¢ per gallon. Electricity for aeration and heating is 
priced at $1.85 for the first 20 kilowatt hours and $.0365 for each · 
kilowatt hour thereafter. 
Since the drying process is very complex, many farm producers overdry 
grain to prevent spoilage. Research results suggest that many farm producers 
dry grain to 13.5%rather than to the 15.5% level. (2, p.51) Because 
overdrying increases shrin~ge and reduces the weight of ·a bushel of corn, 
excess drying costs are incurred by the farm firms. The assumptions, 
methods, and calculations for these costs are also presented in Appendix 
B. 
5. Labor and Management 
The labor and management costs ass.ociated with the drying and storage· 
functions are presented in the Appendix Tables 6-20. These costs are 
calculated based on the rate of $3.00perntan-hour of labor multiplied by 
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the estimated minimum number of hours required to operate and manage 
the respective drying and storage systems. The assumptions and metho.ds 
for deriving the required number of hours are presented in Appendix B. 
~--
The labor costs associated with all trucking activities are not included in 
these calculations. 
6. Risk Cost (Grade Loss) 
Because grain is a living organism, corn quality deteriorates during 
the stora~e period. Inappropriate drying, stora~e, and/or aeration 
techniques also inhibit the storability of this grain. Sinee farm producers 
do not continually buy, sell, and blend grain, it is impossible to maintain 
a constant grade of grain over an extended storage period. It is assumed 
that #2 grade grain is stored and 113 grade corn is sold from storage. 
Minimum test weights of #2 and /!3 grade corn are used to evaluate these 
costs. Based on U.S.D.A. grading system, the minimum allowable test weight 
per bushel of #2 cctrn is 54 pounds while the minimum allowable test weight 
for 113 corn is 52 pounds. Since the two pound difference is discounted 
at the rate of 1/2 cent for each 1/2 pound under the 54 pound minimum, 
the total discount cost is 2 cents per bushel. 
7. Loss of Grain 
These cost data represent the physical loss of grain (dust) resulting 
from the handling functions. Since these losses cannot be determined from 
existin~ primary or secondary data, those data are derived from minary 
publications (4) and represent estimated costs. 
Appendix Table 1. Components and 1974 Prices For Three Continuous Flow Drying and Storage Systems 
81ns 
Dryer 
Wetbin 
Aeration 
Auner" 
Concrete 
2 
Labor 
Wi rln11 
Freight 
., 
Oo!.criotion 
2--io,000 uu. 
. 1 
175 Uu ./hr 
I 7JJ lJu. 
Z····l/2 lti'. 
Un lo<Jdi 1111 
20,000 Bushels 
$ 
Price 
'), 73~ 
10,l:JZ 
t ,BBt. 
400 
z:y,-:--fUiie .& au9or I, 2116 
.W').ti)in fi 1 lcr if:---x-51,---- 2, ~10 
llryer Un loa~cr 1,wn 
\-101"01 n Un lo.1di ng i211 
tli :os-16 yds. J 900 
ilotbln Pad-4 yds. 100 
Cryer Pad-5 :yds. 12' 
Rulnforcemont-lncl. plastic 540 
.Tota1· 2;a20 
1,200 
650 
........ = 
$ 33,993 
toi molltuT"e removal 
2 
fli ns 
ur.ver 
Wetbin 
Aeration 
Aurie rs 
EI evator Loq 
F ra!l'i nq Stoe I 
Concrete 
2 
Labor 
Wiring 
Frei !]ht 
Lftbor charge excludes wirlnCJi wirinn char0e Includes wirin~ labor. 
40,000 Bushels 
Descr-iption 
2-15·,00Q Hu. 
1-lu,OOJ Bu. 
1 
2-10 Ou./hr. 
1700 Bu. 
3--1/2 HP. 
Unloadi nr, 
3-6 11 tube & au<Jer 
$ 
Price 
12,272 
4,866 
18,451 
1,884 
600 
1,869 
72 1 --- 1500 uu. /hr. .. 8, 700 
Incl. pipes, guys, plt·screw 
2,000 
!5,000 Bu. blns-20 yds. @ 
10,000 Bu. bin-16 yds. 
. Dryer Pad-5 yds. 
Framing-:-4 yds. 
Loo, Pit, Aprons-16 yds. 
Rel nforccment-i ncl •. P las tic 
1,000 
400 
125 
100 
400 
700. 
7otal 6,000 
2,500 
I, 100 
========= 
$ 57 ,967 
Bins 
Dryer 
Wetbin 
Aeration 
Augers 
~ levator Leg 
Framing Stea I 
Concrete 
Laboi;-1 
Wiring 
Freight· 
!2_escri pton 
4-15,000 Bu. 
300 Bu./hr. 1 
1700 eu. 
4--1/2 HP. 
50,:JOO t3ushols 
s 
Prico 
:!4°,544 
17,062 
1,884 
800 
Unloading 
6" tube & auger 2,492 
72'---1500 Bu./h.-. 9, 150 
inc I • pi pas, guys, pit screw 
2,000 
FraMinq-4 yds. 100 
Bi ns-20 yds @ 2 ,C'YJ 
Leq, Pit, Aprons-16 yds. 4r.O 
Dr-Ver Pad-5 v\ls. 125 
Rel nforcement-i ncl •. p las tic 8~'0 
Total 6,200 
2,9'..0 
l,4CJ_ 
======-..:~ 
s 7! ,907 
I 
..... 
'° I 
-Appendix Table 2. Components and.1974 Pri.ces For Three Automatic 
Batbh Drying and Storage Systems 
20,000 Llushei:; 
Bins 
Dryer 
Wetbin 
Aeratll)n 
l\U!!&t'S 
Concrete 
Labot 2 
Wiring 
Freight 
1 . 
·Ooscrir>+io11 
7-io:os:iiiJ:" 
. 1 
110 Bu./hr. 
2,0llO Bu. 
2.:.-112111>. 
Wotbln ti Iler 
-B".-·x·-s2-r---
!?~_t.!.J~ 
·a·· x 21 • 
~Olli~ 
6 ' )( 62-i--:-
Un ll)ad i ng 
2-u' tubA & au!'19r 
I.Ii ns• 18 v1:S. ii 
:1etb In Pad-4 yds. 
Ur;•or Peo~:s yds. 
Ho i nforcemen t- Incl. p 1 esti c 
Total 
101. mnist11re re111oval 
2 
rri er. 
.~ 'r;nro 
5,301) 
2~000 
400 
2,000 
1,050 
1,400 
1,250 
900 
100 
75 ... 
500 
1,400 
<J,)0 
350 
======== 
) 25-, 3fl5 .. 
40, 000 Bushe I s 
Dcscri ot ion Price 
f'inc. 2-20,0bd $ T4,'41To 
210 Hu./hr. l 9,500 llrver 
11etb in 2,000 <iu. 2,000 
Aeration 2--1/2 HP. 400 
Clevator Lo<] 8ll'---1800-2i.l00 Bu./hr. .9,300 
incl. pipes, guys, pit screw 
Augers Unloadin9 
2-6:' tube & auger 1,246 
Framing Stoel 1,600 
Concrete 
Labor 2 . 
Iii ri nn 
Freiqht 
Bi irs-30 yds. @ 
uryer Pad-4 yds. 
Frami ng-6 yds. 
Leg, Pit~ Aprons-15 yds. 
~einforce~nt-incl. plastic 
Total 
1,500 
100 
150 
375 
700 
5,500 
1,600 
eoo 
s 49,171 
Labor charge exc1.udes w.iring; wiring ch<;1rge includes wiring la:ior. 
Bins 
Dryer 
~etbin 
Aeration 
Elevator Leg 
Au!JOrs 
Framing Steel 
Concrete 
Latlor.l 
Wiring 
Freight 
60,000 Bushels 
Description 
Y-"20, 000 "BU'. 
320 Bu./ht. t 
2-2000 Bu. 
3--112 HP. 
&1 '---3, (JOO l::!u ./hr. 
inol. pipes, guys, pit screw 
Unloading 
3-6" ·tube i\ auger 
Bi ns-30 yds •. @ 
!Jryer Pad-6 yds. 
.Framing-6 yds. 
Leg, r1t, Aprons-18 yds. 
Reinforcement-incl. plastic 
Total 
Price 
$ 21,GJO 
.15,400 
4,000 
600 
11,600 
1,869 
1,600 
2,250 
15G 
150 
4!i:l 
800 
6,000 
1,800 
900 
~=c•=-•= 
s 6?, 169 
I 
N 
? 
~i 
,i;l 
.,,. 
Appendix Table 3. Components and 1974 Prices fo;: Three Batch-in-Bin Drying and Storage Systems 
20, 000 Bushe Is 
.~s~tion_ 1 Prico Dry-o-vator I no llu. !fir. s 2,900 Drv-o-vator 
Bins llrvcr Unit Oins 
·i=5:ioo""'."'0U.- 3,2')0 
~'"' & llnater 2,'.lOO 
Porforated r!oor 650 G~aln Uistri~utor 20·1 
Unloadinri AuC'Jer 3<J5 
Moi sturo (;ontrol 375 
Storaoo Uni ts 
-~"'i"S"oo-~ 6,AOO. 
Perforateci {16or-2 I, 700 
r.rain :Ji strl butor-2 4.00 
-Un I cad i nq Auaer-2 a:w 
Roof Auours-2 
4" ·X 20 1 400 
Aur.1t i on'."2 900 
Sweep Aug.,r-1 240 
Concrete 5000 au. bJn-8 yds. . ·. 200 Concrete 7500-0u. bins~1s y~s@ •750 
Concrete ·b1ocks-1000 300 
Lat> or 2 Total 4,20() L:it>or 2 
Wirlnq I, 100 Wiring 
Frel_qilt 75() Frei ')ht 
===-===== 
s 213,28:> 
101. mohtll're remo,•ill 
2 
Labor charge excludes wirinq; wlrlnq charqe includes wirint1 la.bor. 
40,000 Bushels 
Oescr i Pj ion Price T07fTu. hr. i $ . 2-.900' 
Dryc~r Unit 
"f:5ooo-Hil:" 3,200 
Fan & lleator 2,000 
Perf,,ratod Floor 850 
.r.rain Dls+rlbutor 200 
UnloadlnC'J_ Auqer 395 
"oi s·turo Control 375 
Storane Uni ts ' 
2-j(,(i(jl'flfu-.. - 14,000. 
Perforated Floor-2 2,540 
Grain Di s+ri butor-2 400 
Unloadinn Auaer-2 820 
Roof Au<Jers-2 
4" x 20' 400 ('.eration-2 900 
Sweep Auger-I 240 
~000 Bu. birHO yds. 250 
16000 Bu. biris-25 yd_s. @. 1,250 
Concret9 blocks-1500 465 
Total 4,500 
1.200 
1,200 
======== 
$ 38,085 
Orv-o-vator 
Bins 
Concrete 
Labor2 
Wiring 
Freig_ht 
60,000 Bushels 
Descrip+lon i Price 
200 Ou./hr · s 3,'0"ir 
Dryer Unit 
1-8000 llu. 6,000 
Fan & lloate_r-2 4, 100 
Perforated FI oor 1,270 
Grain Distributor 200 
Unloadinp Auqer 395 
f·ftoi stute Centro I 575 
S+ora!Je Uni ts 
3-17500 llu. 25, 125 
Perforated Floor-3 3,800 
Grain Oistributor-3 600 
Unloadin~J Auc;er-3 1,225· 
Roof Augers-3 
4" x 20' 600 
Aeration-3 1,350 
Sweep Auger-i 240 
8\JOO Bu. bin-8 yds. 2JO 
17500 Bu.- bins-25 yds. 8 1,875 
Concrete blocks-2150 
Total 
s 
I 
N 
.. 
645 
6,800 
1,300 
1,660 
=•=-=·=== 
61,035 
/ 
.· . ..-. 
Appendix.table 4. Components .. nd 1974 Prices For Three 
.Low Temperature Drying and Storage Systems 
p,, .. ,cription ~:·-~~~:~.:_ ~~lJ~:!l.?}2. Pr'i Ct~ 
li 1 ... ,; :-::ni)'>lill ·IT,;. 
Dryer Un I t"'2 
\.r,~in Uistr.ibutor-2. 
Unloadlnc Aul)e,. •'• fu:je-2 
Au.r,er 8 1' x ~;I' 
S·toraae l:li n---f~orlor.ltud Floor-2 
.Co.ncrete 
Swoop Auqer 
Labor1 
Wlrlnq 
freiqht 
Ulns-IG yds. ;i 
Rei nforcemcnt-i ncl •. p I ast i c 
Total 
I . . 
:.'c;:n 
4;·1 ;•,) 
! .~)40· 
I ,2t.1J 
2,0•10 
1300 
AOO 
?AO 
42; 
2. 5~10 
1,200 
1,000 
:':'====·==·= 
~ 24,985 
!JOscri rit.i on 
~n, 0:JO Uushe Is 
!;in·:; r.--1-:),()~rou.1. 
i 1rvt?r Uni t•4 
~rain Jistributor-4 
Un load Auacr· ~ Tube-4 
.Aurier 8' 1 x 51' 
Storaoe ·tHn----Perforated Floor-4 
Concrete 
Swceo Auger 
L<1bor1 
Wirin!I 
~r~i!';ht 
bins-i6 yds. ':! 
l<einfiorceircnt-incl. plastic 
Iota I 
Price 
$ 19,480 
8,240 
2,080 
2,4.AO 
2,040 
1,600 
1,600 
560 
425 
4,51)0 
1,600 
1,600 
·=======~ 
$ 46,265 
Labor ch·arge excludos .wirin!I; wiri·nq charqc includcs·.wirinn 1.abor. 
60,000 Bushels 
.ilescrl pti on 
lli ns 67fO,lmO'Bu. 
Urycr tin i t-6 
Grain Di stributor-6 
Unloading Auger & Tube-6 
Auqer 8'' x 51 1 
Storaqe Bi n--:Perforated F 1.oor-6 
Concrete Bins-16 yds. ". . 
Relntorcement-incl. plastic 
Sweep Auger 
Labor.I Total 
Wiring 
Freight 
Price 
$~0 
12,360 . 
1,560 
3,720 
2,040 
2,400 
:Z,tOO 
840 
425 
6,840 
3,200 
2,200 
~==:==== 
$ 61,205 
I 
N 
"". I 
Descrl Dti on 
Bi.ns To::'!,nr!J1iii. 
concrete 6 yds. !! 
Labor Total. 
Froiriht 
Auoor 8'' x 35 1 
Appendix Table 5 •. Components and 1974 Prices For 
Three Corn Crib S1:orage Systems 
20,000 Bus'!._~ 40,000 Bushels 
rricc noscrlotion Price $ i;r;:;r1'l Hins f9-2,i'10 Bu; $ rr,4ij3 
1,500 Concrete 6 y<j5. II 2,850 
2,000 Lat.or To-tal 3,800 
600 Frei oht t, 140 
1,.54() Au11or. 8" )I 35' 1,540 
======== 
$ 20, llO $ 36•823 
..--
Bins 
Des~ri[!tion 
29-2, 100 Bu. 
Concre.te 6 yds. (l 
Labor Total 
Frolgttt 
Auger 8" ·X 35 1 
§9 ,000 Bi;sh~~ 
$ 
Price 
41,963 
4,350 
5,800 
I, 74J 
I ,SAO 
$ 55,393 
I 
N 
Vo.> 
I 
, 
''. ·, 
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· Appendix Table 6. l,74 )r:Lcu and Average Ptz~.> Variable~ and: .'tota~ 
Costs for a Contimious ·r1ow Deyer and ·storage· System (20 •. 000·luahela) .. 
. . . " ' - '. 
=~~f~ ' 
Concrete · Bi• . 
Ii. Bin ... 
3/4'of Ret•f. 
llfrit19 · (1/·0:. 
Freight (l/4) 
Labor (3/4)' 
1. · IJepreetatton lZ years 
·2. lnsuranc:e-"1d Value x rate 
(rate • .oost per bu.) 
3. Interest-Hid Value x rate 
(rate • lOS) 
4. Taxes-Value x 4~ mtlle.x 35s. 
5. Annual Repairs & Mlfnt. 
(price x .2;51) 
.G. Totil f1xect costs 
7. Investlllent · crecfft/.,r. 
,. JJ. T(lta1 fixed costs (adJ} 
BLIMIS. 
·r-mr 
' .18$4 
900 
100 
400 
300 
488 ' 
2120 $ 15924 
1J27.0IJ 
39.81, 
796.20' 
222~94: 
~~ 
2784.115'' 
- 92.89' 
'. 
-... ;S;400. 
lln10.dtim 1246' 
W. Btn fi11 2370 
. . - .· . 
-~··FIXED COSTS----
·a·yars 
. 5112.00 
10.04 
200.80 
llOlle 
~. 
813.24 
•35.l4 
s 2691.16 $ 3469.26 s 778.10· ',\" 
DRYIN14 . 
. < . ' 
Or.ver .· S 10102 On1~dfft11 120f) 
LoadhlQ . 724 
toncrei, .11 · .. 125 
ltefftf, \I'·• 1 14ft 
. Wfrft1q;(J/4) I ' 9(IO .. 
Frefqht :(lJ~) )Ii . 
labor·(.1/4) •' ' . 700 
' . s ·~-
lt•rs'. 1756.63 
35, l3 
792.65 
. 351.33 
2845.74 
. .-r22. 9£ 
f zm.7B 
. ""J!'AL. . 
centS/bu) 
9. five •.. innua.l ffxed cOlts 
10. l!1suranc:e on qrain (risk equtv.) 
. . JWIC. 
••• VAR C"5TS Pl'D nttl;NF'I •••. UJ.te ll~J'i 
11. ~odent ControF(.OSt/hu; x 7) 
. .. . 
l~. Loss. o.f gratn (P.st. 1/2t/bU.) 
H. Interest forfeited. by !i(lldfnt '"1n .. 
· ·. H ~ :DrvfntJ and ieratton fuel I :.1ee' t0tl. '2 
i~; £lccess drvtnn lo~s 1s.s,; ·to 13.:ss 
Jr... L~bor 1119t. costs (no truclc) 
J 7, ·Risk cost (11rade loss) T.W. loss 
. 1e; Ave.· variable costs/bu. 
·, 
l'I, llve. total ~sts. · . 
·. . .size • 
13.1'. 
. '· .2.ff 
.42t 
·-!a 
16 .... 
. 1 Fractions denote portion o, cost allocated to that heedfnQ. 
z ' . . Corn dried ftof!I 25.5~ 1:10fsture to 15.U l'IOflture 
'i.·, s.ue 
' ..... 
.271 
ll.J4e 
'.', 
' 
''··:..: 
Appendix Table 7. 1974 Pri-ces and Average Find, Variable, and 
Total Cos&s for a Continuous Flow Dryer and Storage System (40,000 Bushels) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
II. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Bins 
Wet bin 
Concrete Bins 
Frame 
Lep:, Pit, 
Reinf. (3/11)' 
Wiring (2/3)' 1 
Freight (3/11) 
Labor <sis>' 
Jlepreciation 
_i , •• e r", ~ 
''. 
et¢ .• 
12 years 
Insurance-Mid Value x rate 
(rate = .005¢ per bu.) 
Interest-Mid Value x rate 
Crate = 10\) 
Taxes-value x 110 mills x 35\ 
Annual repairs & maint. 
(price x 2.5\) 
Tutal fixed c.osts. 
Investment credit/yr 
Total fixed costs (adj) 
·Ave. total fixed costs 
STORAGE 
RLDGS. 
~ 'I'7TI8 
'i8811 
11100 
100 
400 
525 
1665 
825 
5000 
$ 28937 
EQUIPT" 
Aeration 
Aup:ers 
J,eg 
Steel 
---FIXED COSTS---
'71rrr.112 8 years 
72.34 
14116.85 
1105.12 
723.113 
5059.16 
-168.80 
~ 11890.36 ~711111.86 
18.6{)¢ 
DRYING 
Dryer 
Concrete 1 
Reinf. V/4) , 
$ 600 
1869 
8700 
2000 · Frte.ip:ht :' - . 
, '·Labor · ·' 
. ' W11l1>1G- ,;/::'11 
$13169 
lS-116 .13 
32.92 
658.115. 
NONE 
329.23. 
2666.73 
.,..115. 23 
i 2551. 50 
'.\' 
8 years 
··.f , •. _ 
l. ''. ·~ : 
•: .. '. 
10. Insurance on grain (risk equiv.) 
VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL•--
.32e 
11. ~oder.t Co::t~v·. (.U .. /ilu. x 7) 
lZ. Los:; of p.;!'a:in test. 1/2¢/bu.) 
i·. Interest forfc.i,tcd tv holdina j(?'ain 
111. l'r.Yinr an<i aeratfon fuel & elec totl.·2 
H. Excess ·dryinp: loss 15. 5\ to 13. 5\ 
1£. Labor mgt. costs ·cno t?'Uckl 
17. Risk cost (grad: loss) T.W. loss 
18. Ave •. va.;-iable costs/bll,. 
ln. Ave. total costs .• 
Fracti.ons denote. portions of cost allocated to that heading 
2 .. 
Com dried from ZS.SS 11r1isture to 1S.5S m1sture 
.28¢ 
.50¢ 
13.lle 
.29¢ 
.32¢ 
2.00¢ 
l.6.84e 
$ 131155 
125 
175 
275 
1000 
f3l 
$ .iSHI 
1982.63 
793,05 
NONE 
396,53 
3211.86 
- 138.78 
3073,05 
7,613$ 
S.33~ 
6~94e 
.28¢ 
12.SSe 
' 
. :· .. 
• 
ApPendix Table 8. 1974 Priees and •:v.eTage Pixed, Va,r.iable, and , 
Total Co~ts for a Continuous Plow Dryer ~.:Storage System (60,000 Bushels).: 
·Bins 
Wetbin· 
Concrete Bins. 
. Frame 
Leg~ Pit, etc. 
Re inf. C-3/ll )1 
. Wirine: (2/3)1 1 
Freight (3/IJ) 
Labor (5l6)' 
• 1. . J)epreciadc::m 12 years- · 
2. . Insurance,.Mid Vallie .x rate. 
· Crate= .li05¢ per bu;) · 
3. 
... 
s. 
6. 
·1. 
8.· 
9. 
Interest-Mid Value x rate (rate = 10\) · 
Taxes .. value :r. !JO r.iills x 3$.\ 
tnnual· repl'irs & maint. 
<price x 2.:su · 
Tota 1 fixed cc)$ts . 
In~estment credit/yr 
T.,tal fixed costs (adj) . 
Ave •. total fbe'd costs 
STORAGE 
· BLDGS. 
$~ .. 
1884 
2000 
100 
400 
60-0 
1967 
i.o5o 
s-is·1 
$ 37112. 
F.QUIPT •. 
Aeration $ 
A\lgers · 
Leg 
Frame 
--,.rrXED COSTS•--
31112.67 8yeats 
94.28 
1885.60 
527 •. 97 . 
942.80 · 
6593_.32 • 
.. 219 .·9'9 
~ 6373.33 ... $ 9171.47. 
.15.29¢. 
800 
.21J92 
9150 
.2000 . 
1805 .• 25 
.., 
36.n 
722.10 
. NOtlE 
361.0S 
292ii.5l 
-126.37 
•:1798.l~· 
DRYI;JfG. 
. Dryer $ 17062 
coi:icrete _, 125 . 
Re1nf. (1/-+i_ . . 2:011· · 
Wiring (11';·1· 983 
Freight 11/.;.') 350 
Labor (tft."f . 1033 
a·years 
) 
$19'53 
21169.13 
·49.~38 . 
.. 987.65 
J'IONE 
493 .83 . 
-3·999.99 
:-:i72.81f 
·. t. 8(!27.lS 
6. 38¢ . 
. ·, .:.~ /. 
10. Insurance on in-ain (risk equiv.) 
--~VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHtL-~ .. -
.J2~ 
11. Rodent Control C.0.3¢/bu. x:7) 
i2. Loss of·~ain (est. 1/2¢/bu.) 
13. Tnterest forfeited by holdinp.: grain 
111. J)ry~p.: and a~~•tion fi.U!l. & elec totl,z 
\ .. 
t_s~ 
<1:6. 
Excess d~ing ·10s~ l5.5\. ~ is.n 
. " --: . . . ·. ..·· ·.: .·. .· 
Labor mp;t. costs (no trlick) · . 
'17. R~sk cost. (grade loss) T.w. loss 
18. Ave. variable t0$ts/bu. 
19. ~ve. total costs. 
Fracti0ns denote portion of eost allocated tQ that heading· 
2 . 
Corn drted from 25.5% moisture from 15.!ii 111isture 
.21¢ 
.50¢ 
13.13~ 
.29¢ 
.• '28¢ 
.. 2. 00¢ .. 
.U;73~ 
:5•33¢ 
6.94~ . 
.21¢ 
12.54¢ 
" .. 
-21-
&ppendb: Table 9. 1974 Prices ~nd Average Fueds Vad.~blei' &Jtld 
'!'@tJ>!J, C@l!;ltr;:i fol' au Automatic &tch It.tyer and Storag® :&;ystem (20 11 000 Biishels) 
B:i.ns 
Wet bin 
Co:1crerte Bins 
W. Bin 
Rclinf. 
\'/i "\'.' inp.; (Jj I~ ) 1 
Frei~ht ~3/tf.) 1 
Labor (3/1!) 1 
12 yeai:'c 
2. Insui.·ance··l"lid Value x rate 
(r11te "' • oos.; pe1:• bu.) 
3. In'terest-·Mid Voi.lu"' x ra~~e 
(r'ii'.te "' ltJ%) · 
~i... S:!n: ttru. -:.."i.~rpai:r·s:: f; l"!aint • 
(p;.•ice x :LS!l;)I 
6. Toi:.<il fixed costs. 
7. Investment cx--edit/yr 
Ii. Totil l fixed costs {adj) 
9 •. Ave. total 
BL'.!~GS. 
$ 'i"Hrn--
2000 
900 
·J,00 
375 
225 
262.50 
·1csn 
$li"i,""'~ 
J.056.04 
31.68 
633.63 
'.U"! .42 
!~!:...!.! 
2U5.58 
.::.E~ 
$2141. 66 
8 
murn. 
Ae:a:·a-t:1.-on 
Unloadinv 
W. Dir, fill 
yu.r?.rs 
$ .?.!'.:hl2. 
14.2!:? 
$!rnO 
1?.50 
2000 
456.25 
Q ~z r' 
>j.p.j."' 
182.50 
N0i'~r:: 
_,.,..!!:.-1.L 
739.13 
.• 31,94 
$707 .19 
Drye;:• $5300 
t:n1o2dinp; 11.fOO 
Loading 1050 
Cortcrete 75 
Rein:f. (l/!+) 1 125 
Wid.ng (3/4)' 6'15 
Fr~i~ht (1/4)' 87·, 50 
L<ib0:r· ('./4)" 350 $9os2:so 
B ye(:~X~ ll32. lH 
ZiLGC 
!j 52:~ !3 
£.JOJ-iE. 
223. 56 
-~--··· 
11335 •. 16 
-
79.30 
--·--
$1755.06 
8.78¢ 
---VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL··.--
"~~(-' 
12. Less of p;rain (est. 1/2¢/bu.) 
13. Interest forfeited by holdinp: grain 
1~. D:rvinp..and aeration fuel & elec totl. 
15. Excess dryinp loss 15.5\ to.13.S\ 
16. Labor m~t. costs (no truck} 
17. Pis'k cost (~ade loss) T.W. loss 
18. Ave. variable costs/bu. 
l'!. Ave. total costs. 
Fraction denotes portion of cost allocated to that heading 
z. . Com dried fl'Om zs.si moisture to l5~5i misture 
.50¢ 
11.01e 
S.04·¢ 
6.94e 
.33¢ 
12.31¢ 
' 
.. "· 
-28;.. 
Appendix Table 10. 1974 Pr-1.ces and Average Fixed, Variable, and 
Total Cost for an Au.toutic Batch Dryer and Storage Syatem · (40, 000 Bushels) 
STORAGE. DRYING 
JmlGS. E()UIPT. 
Bins $ IIi1i'tlO Aetoa'hon $ 400 Dryer 
Wet bin 2000 Auv.ers 1246 Concrete 
Concrete Bins 1500 Leg 9300 Rein!. 01'0 1 
150 Steel 1600 
.. 1 
• 9500 
100 
175 
532.80 Framing ·wiriny. C WJ> 1 
Lep,, Pit 1 375 Freight ( 1/4 )1 200 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
s· ..
7. 
8 •. 
Reinf. (3/4) 
Wi?'ing (2/3) 1 
Freiy.ht C3/4)' 
Labor (5/6) I 
Det>reciation 1,2.years 
1nsuran9e-Mid Value x rate 
Crate = ,005¢ per bu •. ) 
Interest-Mid Value x rate 
. Crate = lOt> 
Taxes~value x 40 mills x 35\ . 
Annual repairs & maint. 
.(price x 2.5\) 
Total fixed costs. 
Investment credit/yr 
Total fixed costs (adj) 
9. Ave •. total fixed costs 
10. :nsu.r11n<::e rn r.rain C rir.Jc equiv.) 
11. r.oss of grain (est. l/2Vbu.> 
13. ·.Interest forfeited by holding grain 
$ 
14. · Jlryiriir and aeration fuel & ·•· Eilec totl. 2 
15. Excess dryint! loas l5.S\1:<> 13.5\ 
16. Labor m~t. costs Cno truck) 
17. Risk cost C~rade loss> T.W. loss 
18. Ave. variabJ.~ costs/bu.-
1!1. Ave~ total costs. 
525 
1067.20 
600 
· 4U3.33 
2s200,sa '$12546 
--·FIXED COSTS---
2100.04 a·year. 1568.25 
63.00 31. 37 
1260.03 627.30 
352.81 NONE 
· · ·5·10·.:a1 . '31:3' ."6'5 
4405.89 2540.57 
. ·..-147 .oo -,1:09. 78 
·: 4258. 89 
. . 
"6689.68 '2430. 79 
16.72¢ 
_ _._VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL-~-
.J2e 
,?At: 
.snt: 
13.l)e 
•. s4e 
.s2e 
2.00C 
16.89e 
Fract1ons denote portion of cost allocated to .that heading. 
2 
Corn dried from 25.5 S 1111isture to 15.SS 111t>ist0re. 
Labor (l/6) 1 
8 years 
916.67 
~ il421Di"r 
142.a.06. 
28.56 
571. 22 
.NONE 
· 2·a5,n 
2313,45 
- 99.96 
2213.49 
S.53¢ 
5 .0#¢ 
6.94c 
.33¢ 
' 
- .. 
-29 ... 
Appendix Table 11. 1974 Prices and Average Fiad, Variable, and 
Total Costs for an Aut,omatic Batch Dryer and Sto:tag~ System (60,000 Bushels) 
Bins 
Wetbins-2 
Concrete Bins. 
Framing 
Leg, Pit 
Reinf. (3/4) 1 
Wiring (2/3)', 
Freip.-ht (3/4) 
Labor ( 5/6)' 
STORAGE 
BLDGS. 
-$'ffi00 
400{) 
2250 
150 
450 
600 
1200.60 
615 
5000 
EQUIPT. 
Aeri!-tion $ 600 
Augers 1869 
Leg 11600 
Steel 1600 
~ 35925. 60 hs669.oo 
l. Depreciation 12 years 
2. Insurance-Mid Value x rate 
Crate = .005¢ per bu.) 
· 3, Interest-Mid Value x rate 
Crate = 10%) 
4. Taxes-value x 40 mills-x 35\ 
5 •. Annual repairs. & maint. (price x 2.5\) 
6. Total fixed _costs. 
7. Investment credit/yr 
8. Total fixed costs. {adj) 
_g._,,_ Ave. total fixed costs 
10. Insurance on grain {risk equiv.) 
ll. Rodent control C.03¢/bu. x H 
12. Loss of grain (est, l/2¢ bu.) 
13. !r:terest f"or<re ited by holdinp ~ain 
. 14. · Di'yinp and_ aeration ftiel & ·eleq totl. 2 
·· .... 
l~.~-- ,Excess .dryirip: loss is.~' tci l3 ;_5\ 
_16 ;: Labor .m11:t> costs ho tr:li~~i 
17. ,-~fsk cost (grade loss) T .W. ios~ 
. . . . 
18. Ave. variab°le costs/bu. 
19. Aye,_ tota 1 cost$. 
___ FIXED COSTS---
2993.80 8 years 1958.~3 
89.81 39.17 
1796.28 783.45 
502 .• 9-& NON.E 
898,14 391.73 
6280.99 3172.98 
·-209.57 
-142.56 
,. ; , ;. 6071.42 .;. 9101.85 3030.42 
•; .'. 
:-·· 
' 15.17 
---VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL-~­
.32e 
.21¢ 
,50¢ 
u.nc 
.33¢ 
.28¢ 
2~00¢ 
16.77¢ 
Fractions denote portfon of cost allocated to that heading 
2 
Corn dried from 25.Si moisture to JS.5%- moistUre 
DRYING 
Dryer 
Concrete 
Reinf. ("j/r+)' 
Wiring (l/3)' 
Freight Cl/4)' 
Labor C 1/6)' 
8 years 
> 
, 15400 
150 
200 
599.40 
225 
1000 
~ 17574.40 
2196.80 
43.94 
878.72 
NONE 
4_39.36 
3558.82 
-153.78 
3405.04 
5.EB¢ 
5,04¢ 
6.94c 
;33¢ 
12.Jlc 
\. 
Appendix Table 12. , 1974 Pric'es and AV.rage .Fixed, Varia.'b'le, alid 
Total Costs for a Batch-in-Bia Dryer and Storage System .(20,000 ·Bushels) 
Bins 
Perf. Floor 
Moisture Control 
Concrete Bins 
, ... .Blocks 
. STORAGE 
BLJ)GS; t.QOlPT. 
$ ~ Unload. Aup;ers.;.3 ~1215 
2350 Sweep 
375 Aeration . 
950 Grainscatter-3 300 . . 
3150 
. 366 
2110 
900 
600 
DRYING . 
-Dry ... o-vator. 
Roof Augers 
Fan &fleater 
Labor Cl/II)' 
wiring c2n>' 
Freight Cl/3) 1 
~2900 
1100 
2000 
lQSO 
7311 
250 Labor (3/11) 1 
Wirfop; Cl/3) 1 
Freip;ht C2l3l1 500 
$ rmrr $•''7'131r 
-- ANNUAL. F.IXED. COSTS---
. 1. Depreciation 12 year• 1499.25 s years 369.38 
2. Insurance•Mid Value x rate : 
Crate = .oo5~ per bu.r 1111.98 7,39 
3 ... Interest·-M:id Value x rate 899,SS Crate :: 10\) 1117.75 
·.IJ. Taxes-vaiue x 110 mills x 35\ 251 •. 87 NONE 
s~ Annu~l repil:irs S Jllflint. (price x 2,5\l . . '26'9 • '87 .. ~ 
is. 
. ·Tntal fixed costs • 2965,Sl S11!.8S 
7. Investment credit/)rr,· -1011,;'95 '.025,86 
s. Total fixed costs Cadj) 21!60.S7 :,3403.56. 542.99 
11~020 . 
~-VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL---9,. Ave. total fixed cos'ts 
:10 •.. Insut_ance.on ~ain .Cll.iiilt equiv->. 
11. Rodent control ( •. 05¢;/bu, x 7) 
12. Loss of ii;rain Cest. 1/2¢/bu~> 
13 Interest forfeited by holding itrain 
14. ))ryinp and aeration fuel & elec t:otl. 2 
15. Exces.s drying l()SS lS.5' to 13.5\ 
16. Lal>or mgt. eoi;ts (no truck)' 
17. Risk cost Cg~ade loss)T.W. loss 
18. Ave. variable costs/bu. 
19. Ave. total costs •. 
. ·32c 
11.13C 
.149¢' 
.63¢ 
: 2.00¢ 
rt.42C 
Fractions' denote portion of cost allOc:ated to that heading. 
2 
Com dried from 25.51 misture to 15.51 misture 
:8 years . 916.75 
18.34 
,,366.70 
NONE 
110.01 
1411.Rtl 
' - 64.17 
: 1'47.63 
6.74 
4.32¢ 
6.94c 
,31¢ 
2'l.oq¢ 
ll•li7c =-
c::2 .. '!S1!' 
' 
• 
-31-
Appendix Table ll. 1974 Prices and Average Fixed, Variable, and 
Total Costs for a Batch-in•Bin Dryer and Storage System (40,000 Bushels) 
1. 
2. 
3~ 
IJ •. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Bins 
Perf. · Floor 
Moisture Control 
Concrete Bins 
Blocks 
Labor (3/IJ) 1 
Wir.ing (l/3Y1 
Freight ( 2/3)1 
Depreciation 12 years 
Insurance-Mid Value "x rate 
Crate:: .005¢ per bu.) 
Interest-Hid Value x·rate 
(rate = iO\) 
Taxes-value x IJO ~ills x 35\ 
Arinual repairs & maint. 
(price x 2.n> 
Total fixed co.sts. 
Investment credit/Yr• 
STORAGE 
BLOOS. t.QUIPT. 
$ !'T1ITIJ unload. 
3390 Sweep 
Augers-3 h215 
. 2110 
375 Aeration-2 
1500 Grainscatter-3 
900 
60o 
1165 
3375. 
IJO.O 
800 
$ TTm 
-·-FIXED. COSTS---
2292._08 8 years .· 
68.76 
1375.25 
385.07 
ai12.58 
4533.74 
-160.IJS 
4373.29 t 4916.28 
369.38 
7.39· 
1117.75 
NONE 
~ 
568.85 
-~ 
$ 542.99 
Dry-o-vator 
.Roof Augers 
Fan& Heater 
Labor (l/IJ) / 
Wiring (2/3)1 
Freight (1/3) 1 
8 years 
8 •. Total fixed costs (adj) 
9. Ave. t(ltal fixed costs . 12. 29¢ "• ·. . 
- - -VAR~COSTS PER .BUSHEL---. 
10. Insurance on grain (risk equiv.) 
11.. Rodent control (.OIJ~/bu. x 7) 
12. Loss of grain (est. 1/2¢/bu.) 
13. Interest forfeited by holding grain 
14. Dryini and aeration fuel ·, e}ec totl.2 
. . ' . ·-
15. , Excess drying ;toss ls. St ~o 13. 5\ 
16, LabOrm;r.t. costs Crio tl'Uck) 
17·. Risk cost (grade iciss) T.W. loss 
18. Ave. variable_ c.osts/bu. 
19. Ave. total eosts. 
.32 • 
• 28¢ 
.50¢ 
13.llt 
.IJ-7¢ 
.• 32¢ 
2.00¢ 
17.ozt 
Fractions den.ote portion of cost allocated to .that heading 
z .. 
Com dried from 2!i.5S misture to 15.SS misture 
.... _. 
~ 2900 
!JOO 
2000 
1125 
800 
400 
953.13 
19.06 
381~25 
NONE 
!!.'!.:!!. 
1467.82 
~ 
' 1401.10 
3.50¢ 
lf.32¢ 
.31¢ 
' 
a 
-l2-
Appendix Table 14.· ig,74 Prices and Average Fixed. Variab);e, and 
Total Costs for a Batch-in-Bin Dryer aad Storage System .(60,000 Bushels) 
Bina 
Ptrf. floor . 
Moisture. Cont:rol 
Concrete Bins 
Blocks 
Labor (3/4) 1 
Wirinp; ( l/ 311 
Freight (213)1 
1. Depreciation 12 yem-8' 
2. Insurance-Mid Value x rate 
Crate =.005¢ per'bu.) 
3, Interest-Mid Value x rate. 
Crate = 10\) 
4. Taxes .. value x. 40 mills x 35\ 
5. ·Annual.repairs i ma.int. 
(price x 2. 5\) · 
6~ Total fixed costs. 
7. Investment credit/~. 
'· Total fixed costs (adj> 
9. Ave. total fixed e:osts. 
,. STORAGE I 
BLDGS • EQUlPT. 
$ n!'2'r. Unioad. Aup;ersh620 
so10 sweep · 240 
575 Aeraticm 1350 
20.75 Grainscatter . 800 
645 
'5100 
433 
1107 
$ m'31T 
--'.'FIXED COSTS"".--
Wl'l•l7 8,years 501. 25 
115.33 10.03 
2ao&.5o 200.50 
645.82 NONE 
&9L9-5 ' 60.15 
f60317 771.93 
-269.09 ~ 
$ 7334•'68 $:8on.52 $ 736.811 
· · 13 .a.se 
Dry-o-vator· 
Roof Auger 
Fan & Heater 
. t 3075 
600 
4100 
1700 
.867. 
553 
i..abor Cl/4) 1 
Wiring (2/3) 1 1 
Freight Cl/3) 
8 years 
·"', .. 
' $, 10195 
,'.54~•7S 
NONE 
l&a.43 
. ,2097 •. 30 
.. 95.33 
.!. 2001.91 
3. 311¢ 
10. Insurance on grain (risk equiv.) 
--.J/ARIABLE COSTS PER 8USfl£L---
.32. 
11. Rodent control ( .03¢/bu. ·x 7) 
12.. Loss of grain (est •. l/2¢/bu.) 
13. Interest forfeited by hQldinp; grain 
14. Drying 411d aeration fuei &. elec totl.,2 
15. 'f':xcess drying loss l.5.5\ to 13,5\ 
is. Labor mp;t. costs ·cno truck> 
17. Risk cost (grade loss) T~W. loss 
18. Ave. variabl!i! costs/bu •• 
19. Ave. total cos~. 
.21¢ 
.so• 
13~13• 
.47¢ . 
.28¢ 
2.00¢ 
16.91• 
fractions denote portion of cost it"noc:ated to tllat heading: 
l 
Corn.dried from 25.5% misture to 15.51 moisture 
.16¢ 
· .. 
' 
.:;,33-
• 
Appendix Table 15 •. '1974 Prices and Average Pixed, Variable, and 
Total Costs fora.Low Temperature Dryer and Storage .System of Grain Dried 
· and Stored (20,000 Bushels) 
.. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
U·. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16 •. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
1 
Bins 
Perf. Floor 
Concrete 
Reinf. 
Labor C3/4) 11 Wirinp. (1/3) 1 Freight (2/3) 
Depreciation 12 years 
Insurance-Mid Value x rate (rate = .005e~;ier bud 
Interest-Mid Value x.·rate (rate = 10%) 
Taxes-value x 40 mills x 35\ 
Annual repairs. & maint. (price x l.5\9 
T.::ri;al fixed costs. 
:nvestment credit/yr. 
Total fixed costs (adj) 
Ave. total fixed costs 
' 
Insurance on grain (risk equiv.) 
Rodent control ·C.05¢/bu~ x 7J 
Loss of· grain (est. 1/2¢/bu,) 
Interest forfeited by holdiny. grain 
Dryinp and aeration fuel & elec totl. 
r.>ccess. drvins;>: lo.ss 15.5% to 13,5\ 
Labor my.t. costs (no trucJc) 
Risk cost CP.rade loss) T.W, loss 
Ave. variable costs/bu~ 
Ave. total costs. 
STORAGE 
BLDGS. 
$~ 
800 
800 
280 
1725 
400 
6~7 
$14412 
~ 
EQU!PT. 
Dryer Units 
·Load. Auger· 
Unload. Auger 
Grain Distributor 
Labor Cl/4) 1 
Wiring (2/3) 1 
Freight (1/3.) 1 
---FIXED COSTS---
1201.00 8 years 
.. 
36;03 
720;60 
201.11 
U6.l8 
2375.58 
-
84.07 
$ 2293:. 51 
11.4~ 
. 
$ 4120 
20JJO 
1240 
425 
1040 
575 
800 
333 
. $10573 
1321.63 
26.43 
528.65 
NONE 
158.60 
2035. 3l 
.- 92•51 
$ · 1942.ao 
9.72t 
---VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL---
.32f 
.35¢ 
.50¢ 
13.13t 
2 
.08¢ a. s9c 
.· 6.94• 
2.52¢ 
• 99¢ 
2~00¢ 
18,!)0t 16.62t 
Fractions d~note portion of cost a11ocated to that heading 
2 
Corn dried ·from 25.5% 111>isture to 15.5% moisture 
21.13¢ 
~<::.::>II ... 
--'-
')'S.70t 
'.""34-
Appendix Table 16. 1974 Prices and Average Fixed, Variable, and 
Total Costs for a Low Temperature Dryer and Storage System of Grain Dried 
and Stored (40,000 Bushels) 
1. 
'}. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6_. 
7. 
8_. 
9. 
Bins 
Perf. Floor 
Concrete 
Reinf. 
Labor 0/4) 1 1 Wiring Cl/3) 1 
Freight (2/3) 
Depreciation 12 years 
Insurance-Mid Value x rate (rate = .005¢ per bu.) 
Interest-Mid Value x rate 
Crate = 10\) 
Taxes-value x !JO mills x 3St 
!.nnual repairs & ma.int. 
\ p1·it.:., x l.5.) 
Total fixed costs. 
Investment credit/yr. 
Total fixed costs (adj) 
Ave. total :fixed costs 
10. Insurance .on grain (risk equiv.) 
11. Rodent control C • 04¢ /bu. x 7) 
12. Lo«s of _.,,.,,,.;Tl ("l'lt. l/?.t:/1'11.) 
13. Interest forfeited by holding grain 
llJ. Dry"ing and aeration fuel & elec totl. 2 
15. Excess drying loss 15.5\ to 13.5' 
16. Labor mp;t •. costs (no truck) 
17. Risk cost (grade loss) T.W. loss 
18. Ave. variable costs/bu. 
19. Ave. tota 1 costs • 
1 
ST ORME 
BLDGS. 
$Imo 
1600 
1600 
560 
3420 
533 
1067 
~ 
EOUIPT. 
Dryer Units 
Load. Augers 
Unload. A_up;ers 
Sweep Auger 
Grain Distributor 
Labor Cl/4) 1 
Wiring Cl/3) 1 
Freight (2/3) 1 
•--, FIXED COSTS---
2355.00 8--years 
70.65 
11Jl3.00 
395.61J 
--io-n. 9-0 
4658_.19 
-164.85 
$1JIJ93.31J 
11.23. 
$ 8240 
2040 
21J80 
425 
2080 
1140 
1067 
533 
$ 18005 
2250.63 
IJ5.0l 
900.25 
NONE 
,.. .... ""'~ 
4.IU-.UO 
3465.9U 
-157 .• SIJ 
$ 3308. 43 
8.27d: 
'---VARIAB.LE COSTS PER BUSHEL--• 
.32. 
• 28¢ -
13.13• 
.08¢ 
2.52¢ 
18.83t 
8.67¢ 
6.94c 
.99¢ 
16.6()t 
Fractions denote portion of cost allocated to that heading 
2 
Corn dried from 25.5% moisture to.15.5% 111>isture 
'!'otal 
( centtt/bU) 
1{1.c;;e 
'ls.ii:_± 
r;~.<n:t 
' 
-3!t-
Append:lx Table 17. 1974 Prices and Average Ftxed, Variable, and i. . . 
Total Costs for a Low Temperature Drying: and .• Storage System of .Grain Dried 
and Stored -(60~000 Bushels) 
Bins 
Perf. Floor 
Concret.e 
Reinf. 
Labor (3/11) 1 1 
Wiring Cl/3) 1 
Freight (2/3) 
1.- Depreciation 12 years . 
2. Insurance-Mid Value x rate 
Crate ~ .005¢ per bu.) 
3. Interest-Mid Value- x rate 
Crate = 10\) 
4. Taxes-value x 40 mills x 35\ 
5. Annual repai-.:-s S maint .• (price x l.5\) · 
6. Total fixed costs. 
7. Investment credit/yr. 
8, Total"-. fixed cost;s. {aclj} 
9. Ave •. tc>tal -fixed ct>sts 
STORAGE 
st1)Gs. 
$.~ 
2400 
211l.l0 
840 
5130 
1066 
11167 
$ 'lin'Tr 
DRYING 
~nits 
Leiad. ·Augers . 
Unload. Augers 
Sweep Augers 
Grain Distributor 
Labor (l/4) 1 ·. 
Wirinp: C 2l3) 1 
Freight (l/3) 1 
--- FIXED COSTS---
1'il13.58 8 years. 
106.31 
21~6.15 
595.32 
6il7.85. 
7009.21 
"".2118.05 
$ 6761,.16 
n.21t 
$12360 
·. 20110 
3720 
425 
1560 
1710 
2134 
733 
$~ 
3085. 25 
61. 71 
i2311.10 
NONE 
370.23 
4751.29 
-215.97 
~11535.32 
---VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL---
10. Insurance on grain CriSk equiv.) 
11. ·· Rodent control C .03¢/bu. x 7) 
12 •. Loss of grain (est. l/2¢/hu~) 
13. Int~rest forfeited -by holdinll!; ~ain 
111. ·. nrYing and aeration ftlel ' elec totl,2 
15. F.xcess dryinp loss 15.S\ to13.5\ 
11;. ·Labor mgt. costs· (no truck) 
17. Risk cost (grade loss) T.W. loss 
18. · Ave. variable costs/bu.~ : 
19. Ave. total co5ts. 
.32. 
.21¢. 
.50¢ 
.2.52¢ 
2.00¢ 
18.7~ 
_Fractions denote portiOll of c:oSt allocated to that heading 
2 
Com dried from 25.SS moisture :to 15.SS imisture 
15.944 
.99¢ 
16.604 
.154~ 
i;4.19t 
4,ppeudix Table 18. 1974 Pl'-ices ·and Average .FU:ed, Vari&ble, and, 
Total Costs for a Crib Storage System_, (2()',00Qc Bushels) 
STO'i(AGE _ . 
BLDGS. ·EQUIP. 
$ !1i"li"7'!r . - -- · nevafor · $l54tl 
1500 
. - _2000 
- - · s-o:o 
Bins 
Concrete 
Labor 
Freight_ 
$ m71r mtnr. -
l. nepreciatiori 12 yeilrs 
2. Insurance-Mid Value x rate 
(rate = • 005¢ p~r bu.) 
3.- Interest,..Hid Value x .rate 
<rate = 10\) 
li. Taxes-value x 40 Jl\ills x 35\ 
s; _Annual repairs ' maint. 
<price x lU 
Ii. Total fixed costs~-
7, .•Investment credit/yr 
8. Total fh~ed costs <adj) 
9. Ave. total fixed costs, 
-,-~FIXED COSTS---
1547.50 
46.43 
928.50 
~' .. ; 
259_.98 
·.· .. 
: 1.8-5.i 70 --~ 
·2968.11. - . 
· •108.U. _ 
$ 2sss3a 
14.~30? 
. -. 
192.$0 
·a.as 
_ 17; 00 
NOHE 
: 1s.-1to 
288.75 
-;.13. lf8 
$·275.27 
l'.38¢ 
"--"\IARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL---
10. Inc11rance OT" j'\ra5.-. ("'i,sk equiv.) 
"J. Jtodcrit contro1 <•05¢/bu. x 7) 
!:. • L6z~-. of £:"·;!.in (est.··· 112t/bu~ ) 
13. 1nterest forfeited by holding grain 
111. 
- . - - . • - . - - - 2. 
Dryin~ and .;i,e~ation fuel & elec- to·tl. 
l.s. ::·tabor aiirt~ c;0~t~ <·rio t~ek->. 
. 17. Risk col!it Cgr~~e 1os~'> T.w~ loss' 
le. Ave. v~riable cort~/bu. 
19. Ave. total !;os~s; 
.32t 
.35¢ 
• 50¢' 
13~13t 
-'2!~!10¢ 
17.36' 
Fractions denote portion of cost al)ocaied to that heading 
z -- ' . -- -
Corn dried from ZS.SI _moisture toJS.Sl lliOisture 
15.68~ 
I7.3Qt 
= 
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Appendix Table 19. 1974 Prices and Average Fixed, Variable, and 
Total Costs for a Crib Storage System (40,000 Bushels) 
10. Insurance on grain Cris)c equiv.) 
11. Rodent control C .Olltlbu. x 7) 
12. Loss of grain (est. 1/2¢/bu.) 
13. Irit~.,...l'lt forf'p{te(l :t>y holdinp; grain 
111. Drying an:.aera1:ion fuel & elec totl.2 
15. ·Excess drying loss 15.S\ to 13.S\ 
16. Labor mgt. costs Cno truck) 
17. Risk cost (grade loss) T.W. loss 
18 •. Ave. variable costsibu. 
19. Ave. total costs. 
---VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL---
.28¢ 
.50¢ 
1~ 
2.00¢ 
11..23 
,Fractions denote portion ofcost allocated to that heading 
2 
Com dried from zs.s~ lll>isture to 15.5% .r.ioisture 
17.23¢ 
31.~ 
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Appendix Table 20. 1974 Prices and Average Fixed, Variable, and 
Total Costs for a Crib Storage System · (60, 000 .Bushelsf .. 
sins 
Concrete 
Labor · 
Freight 
1. Depredation l2 ye8rs 
2. Insurance-Mid Value x rate 
(rate·= .005¢ per bu.) 
3. Intef-est-l"lid Val1.1e x rate 
Crate = 10%) 
11. 'faxes-value x 110 mills x 35% 
5. Annuai repairs & inaint. (pt'ice x 1%) 
6. Total fixed coi;ts .• 
Total fixed costs (adj) 
9, Ave. total fixed costs 
10. Insurance on :gl'ain (risk equiv.) 
11. Rodent control C. 03e/.bu •. x 7.) 
12. Loss of ~rain (est. 1/2¢/.bu.) 
13. Interest fot>feited by holding grain 
· 14. Drying and .. aeration fuel S elec totl.2 
ii.. ~xcess "rvinp; loss lS.5% to 13.5\ 
16. Labo?' mgt .• costs (no 1;ruck) 
17. . Risk cost (grade . loss) T. W • loss 
18. Ave. variable costs/bu. 
19. Ave. total costs. 
STORAGE 
BLDGS •. · QUIPT. 
$liIVB3 
°4350 
5800 
Elevator $1540 
1740 
sn;rrr 
-·-FIXED COSTS---
448.7. 75. 
1311.63 
269·2.ss 
753.94 
538.53 
8607.:50. 
-314 •. 111 
$8293.36 
13.82¢ 
·.a ;Ye8rs 192. so· 
3.85 
7'1.00 
NONE 
.15.IJO 
288.75 
.. - 13.4! 
S27S.27 
.46¢ 
---VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL:---
~32• 
.21¢ 
.50¢ 
13.13• 
·l.~ 
. 2·.00¢ .· 
17.16 
.  
Fractions denote portion of costs allocated to that heading 
l. Corn dried from 25.5% moisture· to 15.5% misture 
• 
Total 
(cents/bu} 
14.28t 
17~16t 
= 
31.44~ 
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APPENDIX B 
METHODS FOR CALCULATING. COSTS FOR A CONTINUOUS.. 
FLOW AND LOW TEMPERATURE DRYER AND STORAGE SYSTEMS 
(20,000 Bushels) 
Since prices vary over geographical regions and through time, the 
reported cost data will rapidly become o~solete. These data are. repol;'ted· 
for only three levels of production and o~e moisture level. Hence, 
producers will need to derive cost data .to satisfy specific needs. To 
facilitate the updating and revision procedures, the specific methods 
for calculating costs for a continuous flow and low temperature dryer and 
storage systems are reported in.detail. Although this example only 
encompasses two drying systems with 20, OQO .. l:>tishels of annual capacity, 
the techniqu'j!s are ap.plicable fo.r the ot.her drying units, different 
volumes of production, and for different moisture levels. 
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CONTINUOUS FLOW 
(20,000 Bushels) 
FIXED COSTS 
1. Depreciation 
2. 
Total value + years of life = depreciation 
Building 
Equipment 
Drying equipment. 
Insurance 
{Purchase price -t 
Building 
l!!quipment · 
Drying equipment 
$15,924 .. 12 = $1~.327 
4,.016 . 8 = 502 T 
14,053 ... 8 ... ],, 756.63 . 
2) x insurance rate. 
$15,924 • 2 x .005 ·- $39.81 
4,016 .. 2 x .oos - ·· 10.04 
14, o_s.~ + 2 x • Oas· ··~, , 35·.13 
3. Interest 
(Purchase price + 
Building 
Equipment 
Drying equipment 
2) x interest rate =<interest charge 
$15,924 f 2 x 10% ..... $796.20 
4,016 f 2 x 10%. = 200,80 
14,053 f 2 x 10%. .. 702.65. 
4. Taxes (Real Estate) 
(Purchase price x percent taxab~e x millage 1 mill·• $.OOl). 
Building $15,924 x 35% x $.04 - .. $222.94 
5. Repairs and Maintenance 
. Purchase price x annual repairs & maint~nance charge= annual.repairs 
Buildinj:!; 
Equipment 
Drying equipment 
$15,924 x. 2.5% - $398.10 
4,016x 2.5% = .100~40 
14,053 x i.5% ... 351.35 
6, Investment credit per year 
Purchase price . years of life x %investment credit = 
Building . 
Equipment 
Drying equipment 
$15,924 .;. 12 x 7% - $ 92.89 
4,016 . 8 x 7% = . 35.14 
14,053 -.: Bx 7% = .122.96 
·" 
,· •... 
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VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL 
1. Insurance on grain 
Value of grain per bushel x rate x stdrage (in years) = grain 
insurance costs. 
$3.00 x $.18/$100 x 7/12 = .32¢ 
2. Rodent Control 
Rate per bushel per month x storage (ill. months)= rodent control 
costs. 
Rates used in calculation 
• 05¢/Bu. /M<>nth 
.04¢/Bu./Month 
.03¢/Bu./Month 
20,000 Bushels 
40,000 Bushels 
60,000 Bushels 
.05¢/Bu./Month x 7 M<>nths = .35¢ 
3.. 4oss of grain 
Estimated at the rate of .05¢/Bu. 
4. Interest forfeited by holding grain 
Value of grain per bqshel x storage time (in years) x estimated rate·. 
at which interest could earn = interest. forfeited. 
$3.00 x 7/12 x .075 = 13.13¢ 
5. Drying and Aeration 
a. Fuel cost 
Step A - wet bushels x weight/bu. -~ total weight 
Step B - original weight x 100-wet percentage •weight of dry.corn 
100-dry percentage 
Step C - original weight - dry weight • pounds of moisture removed 
Step D ... B.T.U.'s required to evaporate 1 lb •. o{ water (Appendix 
Table 21) x pounds of moisture removed = total B. T .u. 's required. ·. · 
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Assumed: 1.5" S.P. @ l.40° rise (ambient 60°F 20 H.P. fan) 
Step E - total B.T. U. 's needed (from Step D) to dry f :S.T .U. 's/ .· 
gallon of propane x cost/gallon f bushels (dry) = total. fuel ·. 
cost. 
b. · Electricity cost 
Step F - calculation of hours. to dry=: total B~T.U.'s f B.T.U./ 
hour of operation •. 
Step G -· dryer horsepower (fan) x hours to dry = kilowatt hours 
Aeration assumed: 24 hrs. operation per month horsepower (fan) 
x hours of operation (total)= kilowatt-hours. 
Step H - total cost of kilowatt-hours used f bushels = electricity . : 
cost per bushel. 
Rates used: $1.85 for first. 20 KW hrs 
· 3'. 65 KW hrs for each remaining KWHR used · ..
·Assumed: 
20,000 bu. of corn @ 15.5% moisture • 22,667 bu. @ 25.5% mo:l;sture 
40,000 bu. of corn@ 15.5% moisture= 45,334 bu. @ 25.5% mo.isture 
60,000 bu. of corn @ 15.5% moisture = 68,000 bu. @ 25.5% ·moisture 
·Fuel Cost 
Step.A - 22,667 x 56 lbs. • 1,269,352 lbs. 
Step B - 1,269,352 lbs. x 100-25.5~ 1,119,568 lbs. (wt• of 20,000 
100;_15.5 
bu. @ 15. 5%) 
Step C - 1,269,352 lb-l,119,568 lbs. = 149,784 lbs. of water 
·removed 
Step D - (from Appendix Table 21) 1850 B.T.U. x 149,784 lbs. = 
277,100;400 total B.T.U.'s needed 
Step E - 277,100,400 B.T.tT. 's f 91~000 .B .. T.U. 'i;;/ga.1. propane x. 
$.35 f 20,000 = 5.33¢ 
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·Step F - 73 hrs~ to dry= 277,100,400 B.T.U. 's f 3,780,000 
(from Appendix Table 22) 
Step G - drying - 20 H.P. x 73hrs. = 1095 KW-Hrs. . . 
aeration .:-" 1 'H.P. x 7months x 24 hrs. :-" 168 KW-Hrs. 
Step H - 1263 KWHRS tOtal first 20 KWHRS @ $1.85 $ 1.85 
remaining 1243 @ 3.65¢ ea~ = 45.37 
47.22 
$45.22 f 20,000 Bu. = .240/Bu. 
6~ Excess drying loss 
15.5% to 13.5% moisture 
(original wet bu. x 100-25.5) - (original wet bu. x 100-25.5) x $3.00 
100-15.5 100-13.5 
(22,667 x 74.5 - (22,667 x 74.5) :x. $3.00 = 6.94¢/bu. 
84.5 . 86~5 
20,000 
7. Labor and management 
Assumed continuous - flow.:: ·system requires 2 hrs. per bin (labor) 
For 20,000 we have 2 bins and labor is $3.00/hr. .· 
Dryer: Hrs. to dry x $3.00/hr. 
portion of hour of labor required 
per check of system 
x l · 
bushels of· corn 
(total) 
Storage: Hrs~/month of storage x $3.00x ?nos •. storage 
Bushels· (total) 
Dryer Labor: 73 hrs. x $3~00/hr •. x 1/4 hr. per check x 1 
20,000 
Storage Labor: 4 hrs./mo. x $3.00/hr. x 7 mos. = .42¢/bu. 
20,000 bushels 
= 
ASSUMPTIONS 
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LOW TEMPERATURE 
(20,000 Bushels) 
Ave. Ambient Temp. 40° 
Ave. -- Ambient Humid. 60° -
Temp. rise desired 3° _ _ • -_ . -- . 
2.0 .CFM needed air-flow to dry·from 25.5% +15.5% 
REQUIRED DAYS TO DRY GRAIN 
• ";, ·: •• ••• •• < 
22670 bu.x 56 lb.= 1,269,520 x 25~5% +323728 lbs. H20 
1,269,520 x .882 + 1,119,717 lbs. corn.@ 15.5% moisture 
149,803 lbs. H20 to. remove • 7.49 lbs. H20/bu. 
7 .49 lb.. = 33 Days 
.226 lb. 
Electric Cost (Fans - drying process) 
H.;P;. x hours to dry x 1 KW/HP ='.total KW 
2.0 x 792 hrs. = 15840 KW $ 1.85 (first 20 'KWHRS) 577.43 (15820 KWHRS x $.0365) 
$579.28 = 2.90¢/bu. 
--- _HEATER UNIT ELECTRICALLY POWERED 
- -
Heater KW= CFMx Temp. Rise= 2 z 20,000_x 3• =40.KW 
- 3000 3000 
40 KW x 792 hr. = 31680 KWltR = 
$ 1.85 (first 20 KWRS) 
1155•59 (31660 KWHRS x S.0365) 
$1157.44 
Total and Average Electric Cost (Dry.ing process) 
$ 579.28 
1157.44 
$1736. 72 
2. 90¢/bu. Fan 
5. 79¢/bu. -- Heater_ 
8.69¢/bu~ Total 
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AERATION 
20,000 3 HP x (6 mos. x 24 hrs./month x 1 = 432 KWH 
412 KWH x $.0365 + $1.85 for first 20 KWH = $16.89~ .08¢/bu. 
LABOR & MANAGEMENT 
7 mos. storage 
1 hr/day for labor during drying/bin 
12 hr/month for labor drying storage/bin 
$3.00/hr · 
2 bins x $3.00 (1 hr./day x 33 days) = •99¢/bu. drying labor 20,000 bu. · · 
2 bins x 12 hrs./month x 7 x $3.00 =2.52¢/bu. storage labor 
20,000 .bu. 
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Appendix Table 21. 1 Dryerperformancerecords 
based on an ambient air ternperattire or 60° F 
OPERATING MOIS'IURE CONI'ENT 
MOISWRE B.T~U~/LBS. OF WATER 
27% 25% 20% 
B:itc~Bin 1000 
- 120° . 1,350 1,500 1,600 .. 
. Autanatic--Ba.tch 160° - 180° 1,750 1,750 ·l,850 
Continuous Flow 180° - 2200 1,750 1,850 2,200 
1Behlen Manufacturing Ccmpany, Modern Grain Conditioning, .. 2nd E'.dition 
Page 12, Columbus, Nebraska.. 
Static 
Water 50° F. 
Pressure 
5.0" .335 
4.5" .432 
4.0" .540 
3.5" .678 
3.0" .815 
2.5" .907 
2,0" .972 
1.5" 1. 152 
1.0" 1.056 
5.0" .535 
4.5" .616 
4.0" .710 
3.5" .842 
3.o·· .959 
2.5" 1.048 
2.0" 1. 121 
1.5" I. 180 
l.0" 1.231 
5.0" .645 
4.511 .729 
4.0" .843 
3.5" .977 
3.0·~ l. 118 
2.5" 1.215 
. 2.0" 1.293 
LS'' l.350' 
1.011 1.040 
4.0" .945 
3.5" 1. 134 
3.0" 1.261 
2.5" 1.350 
2.0" 1.428 
1.5" 1.504 
1.0" 1.580 
5.0" .535 
'4.511 .702 
4.0" .945 
3.5" 1.134 
3,0" l.261 
2.5" 1.350 
2.0'' 1.428 
1.5" 1.504 
1.0" 1.580 
·. 
5.0" 1.350 
4.5" l.445 
4.0" J.515 
35· 1.577 
3.o·· 1.636 
2.5''. 1.682 
2.0" 1.728 
1.5" 1.766 
1.0'" 1.800 
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Appendix Table 22)/ Million BTU/Hr. Required 
for Temperature Rise Shown in Degrees F 
10 H.P. HEAT UNIT 38" DIA. 
60° F. 70° F. 80° F. 90° F. lOOOF. 1100 F. 1200 F. 130° F. 1400 F. 
.402 .469 .536 .603 .670 .737 .804 .870 .937 
.518 .605 .691 .778 .864 .950 l.037 l. 123 1.210 
.648 .756 .864 .972 1.080 1.188 1.296 1.404 1.512 
.813 .949 1.084 1.220 1.355 1.491 1.626 1.762 1.898 
.978 1. 142 1.305 1.468 1.631 1.794 1.957 2.120 2.283 
l.089 1.270 1.452 1.633 1.814 1.996 2.177 2.359 2,540 
1. 166 1.361 1.555 1.750 l.944 2.138 2.333 2.527 2.722 
1.218 1.421 1.624 1.827 2.030 2.233 2.436 2.640 2.843 
1.267 l.478 l.690 1.900 2. ll 1 2.323 2.534 2.745 2.956 
1750 RPM 15 H.P. HEAT UNIT 38" DIA . 
.642 748 .855 . 962 1.069 1. 176 1.283 1.390 l.497 
.739 .862 .985 1.108 1.231 1.354 1.477 1.600 l.724 
.852 .994 1. 136 1.278 1.420 1.562 1.704 1.846 1.988 
1.011 l. 179 1.348 l.516 l.685 1.853 2.022 2.190 2.359 
1. 150 1.342 1.534 1.725 l. 917 2.109 2.300 2.492 2.684 
1,257 1.467 1.676 1.886 2.095 2.305 2.514 2.724 2.933 
1.345 1.569 1.793 2.017 2.241 2.465 2.689 2.913 3.137 
J.416 1.652 1.888 2.124 2.360 2.596 2.832 3.068 3.304 
1.477 1.724 1.970 2.216 2.463 2.709 2.955 3.201 3.447 
20 H.P. HEAT UNIT 38" DIA. 
.774 .903 1.033 1.162 1.291 1.420 1.549 1.678 · 1.807 
.875 1.021 J. 166 1.312 1.458 1.606 1.750 1.895 2.041 
1. 109 1.179 1.348 1.516 1.685 1.853 2.022 2.190 2.359 
l.763 1.368 1.564 1.759 1.955 2.150 2.346 2.541 2.737 
1.341 1.565 1.788 2.012 2.236 2.459 2.683 2.906 3.130 
1.458 1.701 1.944 2.188 2.430 2.673 2.916 3.159 3.402 
1.552 1.811 2.070 2.328 2.587 2.845 .3.104 3.366 3.621 
1.6W ·l.89(l 2·.160· 2.430 2·;700· 2:970. 3~240 3:510 ~.780 
1.685 1.966 2.246 2.527 2.808 3.089 3.369 3.650 3.931 
25 H.P. HEAT UNIT38" DIA. 
1.134 1.323 1.512 1. 701 1.890 2.079 2.268 2.457 2.646 
1.361 1.588 1.814 2.041 2.268 2.495 2.722 2.948 3. 175 
1.513 l.766 2.017 2.270 2.522 2.774 3.26 3.278 3,531 
1.620 1.890 2.160 2.430 2.700 2.970 3.240 3.510 3.780 
1.714 2.000 2.285 2.571 2.857 3. 142 3.428 3.714 3.999 
1.805 2. 105 2.406 2.707 3.008 3.309 3.609 3.910 4.211 
l.895 2.2ll 2.527 2.843 3. 159 3.47.5 3.791 4.107 4.423 
PTO 2200 RPM 20 H.P. HEAT UNIT 3811 DIA. = 40 H.P. ENGINI: 
.642 .748 .855 .962 1.069 I. 176 l.283 1.390 1.497 
.842 .983 1. 123 1.264 1.404 1.544 1.685 l.825 1.966 
l. 134 1.323 1.512 l. 701 1.890 2.079 2.268 2.457 2,646 
l.361 1.588 1.814 2.041 . 2.268 2.495 2.722 2.948 3.175 
1.513 1.765 2.017 2.270 2.522 2.774 3.026 3.278 3.531 
1.620 L890 2.160 2.430 2.700 2.970 3.240 3.510 3.780 
1.714 2.000 2.285 2.571 2.857 3.142 3.428 3.714 3.999 
1.805 2.105 2.406 2.707 3.008 3.309 3.609 3.910 4.211 
1.895 2.211 2.527 2.843 3. )59 3.475 3.791 4.107 4.423 
PTO 2200 RPM 40 H.P. HEAT UNIT 38" DIA. = 80 H.P. ENGINE 
1.620 1.890 2.160 2.430 2.700 2.970 3.240 3.410 3.780 
l.733 2.022 2.311 2.600 2.889 3.178 3.467 3.756 4.045 
1.818 2.121 2.435 2.726 3.029. 3.332 3.635 3.938 4.241 
1.892 2.208 2.523 2.838 2.154 3.469 3.784 4. 100 4.415 
1.963 2.291 2.618 2.945 3.272 3.600 3.927 4.254 4.581 
2.019 2.355 2.691 3.028 3.364 3.701 4.037 4.373 4.7l0 
2.074 2.419 2.765 3. 110 3.456 3.802 4. 147 4.493 4.838 
2.119 2.472 2.825 3.178 3.532 3.885 4.238 4.591 4.944 
2.160 2.520 2.880 3.240 3.600 3.960 4.320 3.680 5.039 
150" F~ 1600 F. 
1.004 l.071 
1.296 1.382 
l.620 1.728 
2.033 2.169 
2.446 2.609 
2.722 2.903 
2,916 3.110 
3.046 3.241} 
3.167 3.378 
l.604 I. 711 
1.847 1.970 
2.130 2.272 ·. 
2.527 2.696 
2.976 3.067 
3.143 3.352 
3.362 3.586 
3.540 3.776 
3.694 3.940 
J.936 2.650 
2.187 2.333 
2.527 2.696 
2.932 3.128 
3.353 3.577 
3.645 3.888 
2.880 4.139 
4~050 4.3QO 
4.212 4.493 
2.835 3.024 
3.402 3.629 
3.783 4.035 
4.500 4.320 
4.285 4.571 
4.512 4.812 
4.739 5.054 
1.604 l.711 
2.106 2.246 
2.835 3.240 
3.402 3.629 
3.783 4.035 
4.050 4.320 
4.285 4.570 
4.512 4.813 
4.739 5.544 
4.050 4.320 
4.334 4.622 
4.544 4.847 
4.730 5.046 
4.909 5.236 
5.046 5.383 
5. 184 5.530 
5.297 5.651 
5.400 5.760 
1/ Behlen Manufacturing Company, Modern Grain Conditioning, Second Edition, 
p. 9, Columbus, Nebraska. 
